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Identifying Your Short-List

Overview

What Is Included

This guide will provide you with a review of how to narrow a list of hundreds of software
vendors to a Short-List of approximately three vendors that most closely meet your needs.
At this point, you should have completed the gathering and qualifying of requirements for
your software selection project. The focus of this guide is to compare your software
requirements to the functionality available in various software applications. This process
includes the tasks of creating a Long-List, an Evaluation-List and a Short-List. As you
move through this process, you will be eliminating applications that are not a fit for your
organization. Your objective is to create a Short-List of software applications that your
project team will evaluate further through a software demo process. 

This guide contains the following sections:

• Creating the Long-List

General Accounting Software

Vertical Industry Software

Other Software

Expanding the Long-List

• Moving to the Evaluation-List

The Elimination Process

Working the Evaluation-List

Evaluation Resources

• Getting to the Short-List

Comparison Chart

Talk to Software Vendors

General Reminders

The Value Added Reseller

The Short-List

• Appendix: Internet Resources
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Creating the Long-List

Overview

General Accounting
Software

The Long-List is a document that includes all possible software applications that
may be a potential fit for your organization. This list will be used as the starting
point for the selection process. To create the Long-List, you will want to consider
both general accounting applications as well as applications that target specific
vertical industries. This section will review the process of creating and expanding
the Long-List for your organization.

To start your Long-List, first consider vendors that offer general accounting software.
These vendors take a more generic approach to functionality, as they do not typically
focus on a particular industry but develop their software to support multiple industries.
The core group of modules offered by general accounting software vendors includes
General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Purchase Order and Accounts Receivable. Most of the
vendors offer additional modules that expand their product offerings to support the more
specific requirements for different types of organizations. Some general characteristics
of most accounting software applications and vendors include:

• More extensive financial functionality.

• Ability to configure the software to fit a variety of organization types. 

• Software vendors are larger than vertical industry software vendors: 
they have more employees, more locations and higher revenues.

• Broader installation base that includes more companies, locations 
and concurrent users. 

• Typically adopt technology at a faster pace.     

• Partner with a network of authorized resellers that sell and implement 
the solutions.  

• Partner with third-party vendors to augment core applications.

To expand your Long-List, you should next consider software applications that 
support your specific vertical industry (e.g., health care, construction, manufacturing,
distribution, retail, non-profit). The vendors that sell these solutions are typically smaller
than the general accounting solution vendors, but they offer excellent functionality for
the niche markets they serve. Some specific characteristics of vertical industry
software applications and vendors include the following:

• More specific functionality to support a vertical industry.

• Basic or limited general financial functionality.

• Founded by experts from the vertical industry they target.

• Experienced internal staff to support implementation, training 
and maintenance.

Vertical Industry 
Software
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Other Software

Creating the Long-List

• Internal staff has extensive knowledge and experience in the 
industry they represent.

• Experience a slower growth curve; have a smaller install base.

• Vertical software companies are often privately held. May be more 
difficult to obtain financial information about these vendors.

• Ability to customize or configure the software is more limited.

• Improvements to functionality move at a slower pace but are 
targeted for the industry served. 

• Adopt technology at a slower pace.

These niche-type vendors see themselves as experts in providing software applications
to a particular industry. If specific industry knowledge and experience is a critical
requirement for your organization, you should consider applications that support
your industry. By including both industry-specific and general accounting software on
your Long-List, you will be reviewing all possibilities for your selection project. 

The next area you should consider as you develop your Long-List is applications outside
the mainstream. Keep in mind you are creating a Long-List, and every possible package
that may work for your organization should be included. To ensure you review all
software options, consider software that falls into one of the following four categories:

• Packages that have been recently introduced in the United States. They may 
not have an extensive install base domestically but often have a strong
international presence and may have extensive utilization in your industry. 

• Look at software on different platforms. There may be applications available
with strong functionality that operate on platforms other than what you have
specified in your requirements. These applications can provide extensive
functionality and offer more stability than those on newer technology.

• Consider software that costs either more or less than your defined budget.
You may find software that meets your functional needs that is priced
aggressively, or you may find software that exceeds your budget but can
provide your organization greater long-term benefits and longer product life.

• Consider packages outside of your industry. Often the strengths of these
applications can support the requirements you have defined for your
software applications.
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Creating the Long-List

Once you have created the initial draft of your Long-List, make one final review 
to determine if you have considered all of your options. A Long-List can include 
50–100+ software applications. The following ideas offer resources to help you
expand your Long-List even further. Consider all of these in your review, as each one
has strengths as well as limitations. 

Database Tools. Database tools are electronic catalogs of software applications 
and their features and functionality. Examples of these tools include “The Accounting
Software Guides,” by Computer Training Services, Inc. and “The Accounting Library,”
by Charles Chewning. While these applications are useful tools, they have limitations.
Keep in mind that the world of technology changes at such an incredible pace that
the tools are often dated as soon as they are published.

Industry Magazines. Review magazines that target your industry.  Consider the articles
as well as the advertisements, as they can provide you with software alternatives for
your Long-List.

Industry Associations. Trade associations that target specific industries or professions
gather information on software applications for their members. Some examples include:
APICS for manufacturing, AICPA or state CPA societies for general accounting, GFOA
for government, and IHRIM for human resources and payroll. Identify the associations
that support your industry and determine what applications they have identified as
appropriate for your type of organization.

Trade Shows. There are many technology trade shows available. Focus your attention
on those that target the accounting software industry or your particular industry. These
shows are typically sponsored by CPA societies, software vendors or tradeshow
organizers. Tradeshows sponsored by industry associations can offer a good source
of Long-List solutions. Tradeshows can provide a venue where you can interact 
with several vendors in one location rather than one-on-one in a sales situation.
Tradeshows offer a forum for you to talk to salespeople about the software as 
well as an opportunity to view live demonstrations of the applications. 

User Group Conferences. Many software vendors sponsor user group conferences at
the national, regional and local levels. By attending these events, you can experience
the interaction between software vendors and users, listen to their strategic plans
for the applications offered, and talk to current users, prospective users and value-
added resellers that support the software.

Expanding the
Long-List
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Creating the Long-List

Internet Search Engines. The internet offers a valuable source of information to
support the creation of your Long-List. Some search engines that may help you with
the creation of your Long-List include the following:

• Excite – www.excite.com received top marks from PC World, NetGuide
and several other publications. Typically returns the most focused targeted
results. It offers “concept searching” that looks for sites that are related
to your key words, even if the sites do not include them.

• InfoSeek – www.infoseek.com has won Macworld’s highest rating.  It is
good at finding company news and profile information with the Company
Capsules feature (“Stocks/Companies”).

• Hotbot – www.hotbot.com won PC Computing’s “Search Engine Challenge.”
Though it has some limitations, it offers the ability to search by region or
date.

• Google – www.google.com offers extensive search capabilities 
for generic searches. 

• AltaVista – www.altavista.com is fast and thorough but can return
irrelevant links.

Word of Mouth. Talk with other people about their experiences with different software
applications. What do they recommend, and what do they not recommend? The types
of individuals to talk to include other employees, Board of Directors members,
customers, suppliers, competitors, friends and relatives.  

Consultants. Consultants can provide a wealth of information to support your software
selection process. Some consultants will sell you a Long-List as a product offering. 
In your search for consultants, look for one who can provide unbiased information
about several different software vendors. Avoid consultants that offer selection
services partnered with resale or implementation services. Utilizing knowledgeable
and qualified consultants can generally save you time creating your Long-List and 
will ensure you have the right mix of software to consider for your project.

Creating a complete Long-List can be a time-consuming project but is an important
step to ensure that you are evaluating all possible solutions. The next sections in
this guide will teach you how to begin the process of eliminating applications on your
Long-List that are clearly not a fit for your organization. You will learn how to compare
the features and functionality of software to the business requirements defined 
by your organization. 

Conclusion
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Moving to the Evaluation List

Software evaluation can be thought of as a process of elimination. During this phase
of your selection project you will begin to eliminate software applications from the
Long-List created in the last section. You will eliminate software that is not a fit for
your organization. 

To eliminate applications from the Long-List, you will compare some of the requirements
defined in your Differentiating Criteria document to the features and functionality
offered by the software. The applications that do not meet key high-level requirements
will be moved to the “out” part of your Long-List. Initially you will consider only high-level
criteria to eliminate software that does not fit your organization’s requirements.
Some examples of the requirements to consider initially in your review include the
following: 

• Platform. What is your preferred platform? Will you utilize your existing
infrastructure, or do you expect to purchase something different? Eliminate
the vendors that do not have support or an extensive list of users on your
platform choice.  

• Database. What is your database preference? Do you have something in
place that is currently supported by your IT staff, or do you expect to
purchase something new? Eliminate applications that do not support or 
do not have a strong presence supporting your preferred database.  

• Cost. What is your project’s estimated budget for software, implementation
and training? How many sites and concurrent users do you expect to have
using the system? Eliminate applications where the cost significantly
exceeds your budget for the modules you expect to purchase. 

• Modules Required. What modules does the vendor offer directly?  What
modules will you purchase from third-party vendors? Are the applications
tightly integrated with the core modules? Eliminate vendors that do not offer
your core modules or those where the modules are not tightly integrated. 

Continue adding requirements from your Differentiating Criteria document to your
evaluation process to help you eliminate the applications remaining on the Long-List. You
want to filter out the software that is not a good match for your organization. The goal for
this phase is to narrow your Long-List down to an Evaluation-List of 6-12 software
applications. The following list identifies some additional considerations to help eliminate
software from the Long-List and move you to a more manageable Evaluation-List:

Overview

The Elimination 
Process

Working the
Evaluation-List
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Moving to the Evaluation List

• Your Organization Size. Who is the target user for the software application?
Does your organization fit this target? Are you too small or too large? What
are projected growth rates for your organization? Eliminate applications that
do not target organizations similar in size to your organization.

• Software Vendor. What is the software vendor’s revenue? How many
employees do they have? Is the vendor profitable? Does the vendor have 
a strategic vision that will support your organization? Consider eliminating
vendors that are too small, too large, moving in a different direction than
you strategically or are struggling financially.

• Key Functionality. Which of the Differentiating Criteria are considered “deal
killers” by your organization? In other words, if the software is missing the
requirement, should the application be eliminated immediately? Eliminate
applications that do not support your key functional requirements.

• Industry-Specific Functionality. What industry-specific requirements do 
you have? Eliminate applications that cannot support—or have limited
experience in supporting—your industry. Look for vendors that understand
your business practices.  

There are many resources available to help you gather information about the applications
on your Long-List and move through the elimination process. This section reviews
some of the resources available to help you move through this phase.

The Internet

The Internet has significantly improved the ability of software companies to distribute
timely information. One of the first places to search for information about software
applications is a company’s Web site. The vendor’s Web site typically offers information
about the company and its history, and the solutions and services they offer. You can
find detailed information about the functionality offered, as well as specific screen
shots of the software that allow you to evaluate the look and feel. Search for the
following information on the vendor Web sites: 

• Headquarter location and contact information.

• Regional offices and their areas of coverage.

• History of the software company and software applications.

• Organization mission statement.

• Financial information, performance reports and press releases.

• Products and services offered. Modules offered and highlights of
functionality within those modules.

• Sample listing of current users and industries supported.

Evaluation Resources
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• Business partners, third-party vendors, VARs and resellers.  

• Platform, database and recommended system specifications.

• Product strategy and version updates.

There are many additional Web sites on the Internet that offer information about
software selection and software applications. They can be helpful to you as you review
the applications on your Long-List. The Appendix at the end of this guide provides a
list of those Web sites and how they might be useful for your selection project.

Independent Reviews

There are many organizations that independently review and publish reports and
commentary about software vendors and their applications. These reviews offer
general information about software vendors. The reviews can provide some relevant
information about the functionality of the software from an industry perspective.
Some organizations that publish reviews are as follows:  

• Accounting firms 

• AMR Research, Inc.

• Benchmarking Partners, Inc.

• Expert Buying Systems, Inc.

• Gartner Group 

• Giga Information Group, Inc.

• Ovum, Inc.

• SoftResources LLC 

• SPEX  

• META Group, Inc.  

• Technology Evaluation 

Product reviews are available in hard- or soft-copy format and are often available as
downloads over the Internet. They may be free or cost $100–2,500 or more. Keep in
mind that a disadvantage to the independent reviews is that software vendors either
pay to be included in them or write the content themselves. Independent reviews can
provide general information about software. Use these reviews as a guide and
comparison only for requirements relevant to your organization.

Moving to the Evaluation List
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Magazines

Magazines can be another source of information as you move through the elimination
process. They can provide various levels of information about software applications,
software vendors and technology trends. Some magazines you may want to review as
part of your selection project are as follows:  

• Accounting Technology

• APICS

• CPA Software News

• Financial Executive

• InfoWorld

• Information Week

• Management Accounting

• Network Computing

• PC Week

• Software Magazine

• Strategic Finance

Database Tools

Database-type products provide the opportunity to compare your software requirements
to the features and functionality available in a select group of applications. These
databases are helpful but limited. They tend to review only 10 or 15 applications that
may or may not be part of your Long-List. Another disadvantage to the database tools
is that they become out of date soon after they are published and as new versions of
software are released with additional functionality. Use the database tools as a high-
level source of information as you move through the evaluation process.

The tools identified above will help you move from a Long-List to an Evaluation-List.
Use as many of the options from the list as necessary to ensure you are considering
all available information. Continue to add requirements to your evaluation process
until you have shortened your Long-List to an Evaluation-List of 6 to 12 software
applications. The next section in this guide will review the process of moving your
Evaluation-List to a Short-List of software solutions.

Moving to the Evaluation List

Conclusion
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Once you have reduced your Long-List to an Evaluation-List, you are ready to begin 
a more detailed review of the software applications. During this process you will be
comparing most of the requirements that you have defined for your software to the
functionality available in the applications. Your goal is to reduce the Evaluation-List
to a Short-List of approximately three software applications that will be evaluated
through the Demo phase.  

To start this process we recommend creating a Comparison Chart. The Comparison
Chart is a working document that captures all of the information about each of the
applications. The chart lists the system requirements down the left column and the
applications from the Evaluation-List across the top of the page. Create a chart using
the Table Tool in a word processing application. A sample Comparison Chart has been
included at the end of this section. The next step is to insert rows at the top of the
document, after the title but before the Differentiating Criteria, to document the
following kinds of general information about each vendor and application:

• Vendor contacts: name, phone, e-mail and address.

• VAR contacts: name, phone, e-mail and address.

• Vendor data: revenue, employees, year formed, and products 
and services offered.  

• Total number of installs and current version shipping. 

• Target market: organization size and specific industries.

• Estimated cost for software, implementation and maintenance 
for a organization of your size.

The table document will be used in conversations with the vendors to determine how
they match your Differentiating Criteria. Populate the chart with information you have
already compiled during your initial research. Next, identify the items that are
missing or those that need further clarification. You are now ready to evaluate all of
the vendors on the Evaluation-List.  

The next step in the evaluation process is to contact the software vendors. With your
initial call, you will most likely be routed to a marketing or pre-sales associate. This
person’s job is to pre-qualify you as a valid sales opportunity. They will typically offer
to forward you a package of information about the organization and software. The
marketing staff will then want you to review the information prior to your talking to
anyone else within the organization. We recommend that you move beyond this
person and talk to the next level of contact within their organization. Let them know
that you have already pre-determined that their application is a viable alternative for
your selection project, and that the purpose of this call is to further qualify the software

Getting to the Short-List

Overview

Comparison Chart

Talk to the 
Software Vendors
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Getting to the Short-List

as a possible Short-List candidate. The next person you will be forwarded to is a sales
representative. The amount of information a sales representative can provide you with
will vary by vendor, but, typically, they can only offer you high-level information about the
software and the company they represent. Keep the following in mind when working
with sales representatives:

• They are out to meet or beat a sales goal.  

• They do not typically understand the detailed functionality of the software.  

• They usually do not have a technical background or they may 
have a limited understanding of the technology of the software.

• They may be new to the organization. 

Start your discussion about the Differentiating Criteria with the sales rep but, if you
determine that they are unable to answer some or most of your questions, ask to
speak to someone else in the organization who will be better qualified to answer 
the questions. The types of employees who generally will be able to answer your
questions are product architects or implementation and training consultants. These
individuals offer a more comprehensive view of the software as well as the vendor’s
implementation methodologies and support options.  

Once you are sure you have the right audience for your Differentiating Criteria
discussion, follow the guidelines listed below to ensure your discussions are
as productive as possible:

• The Differentiating Criteria Document. Forward your document to the vendor
prior to the discussion. This allows them time to prepare their responses and,
if required, ensures the correct group of individuals have been assembled.  

• Spend One to Three Hours. Talk with the vendors by telephone or in
person and discuss your requirements for the software and
implementation partner according to your comparison chart.

• Follow the Requirements You Have Defined for Your Software. But do 
not completely limit the conversation to the Chart. Vendor representatives 
may volunteer additional information that will help you evaluate their
applications as well as the other applications on your Evaluation-List. 

• Move Beyond Yes or No. For some questions on the Comparison Chart
you will want more than a yes or a no answer. Ask the vendors what yes or
no means. Ask them how their application supports the criteria and to
specifically identify the limitations of the software for that particular area.

• Identify the Future Direction. Talk about the vendor’s strategic plans and
how the software fits into those plans. As software vendors are acquired
or merged with other vendors, application development can become
slowed down, redirected or stopped altogether. What will happen to the
software you are evaluating if a merger or acquisition occurs?

General Reminders



• Assess the Culture. Is the culture of the software vendor compatible with
your organization? Do they have experience working with organizations
similar to yours? Do they understand your organization culture and
business issues, or do they try to minimize them?

• There Is No Perfect Match. Optimally, you will want to look for solutions
that support all of your required differentiators with minimal workarounds
or customization. Expect to find an application that provides at least an
80% match out of the box.  

• Customization Tools. Many vendors offer tools that enable users to
customize the application for their requirements. Modifications made with
these tools allow the user to stay on the upgrade path offered by the
software vendor. 

The final component you should consider as part of determining which applications
should be on your Short-List is the Value-Added Reseller or VAR. Most low to mid-market
software vendors use VARs to support the sales and implementation process for their
applications. This allows them to distribute their products without a large internal sales
force. It also allows them to offer outsourced implementation, training, support and
customization services. The software companies that rely on a VAR network will typically
have a Channel or VAR Manager. You will want to talk with this person to help determine
which VAR is the most qualified to support the needs of your organization.

To effectively evaluate the VAR(s) identified by the software vendor, you will want to
define what requirements and expectations you have of them. Perform a search and
review of the VAR(s) in a similar manner as you evaluated the software. Consider
reviewing the following kinds of questions with the VAR(s):  

• Where are they located? What areas of the country do they target and
support? Where are the majority of their users? 

• Who is their target user? What is the size of the largest and smallest
user? How well do they understand your vertical market or industry?

• What applications do they support? How long have they been supporting
each of those applications?

• How many employees do they have in total and by functional area?  

• How many years of practical business and software implementation
experience does the proposed project team have?  

• What are the hourly rates for consulting?

• What is the implementation methodology? 

• What support services do they offer? 

• Do they provide product development services?  

• Do they sponsor local user groups?

12

Getting to the Short-List

The Value Added
Reseller (VAR)
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It is critical that you evaluate each VAR as you proceed through the software
selection process. We recommend that the VAR be considered 50% of the final
software decision. Implementation of the best software will be successful only if you
have the right VAR supporting you with the process. 

You should now have enough information to evaluate the applications on your
Evaluation-List and determine which three should be part of your Short-List. The
Comparison Chart compares the applications in a side-by-side manner. Compare and
contrast your alternatives and select the top three that best fit your requirements.
Your final Short-List Comparison Chart should include the three top vendors across
the top of the page, the Differentiating Criteria listed down the left column and how
well each application meets each of the criteria documented in each of the columns.
This document will be a valuable tool as you continue through your software
selection project. A sample Short-List Comparison Chart has been provided in this
selection guide. Use it as a reference tool in your selection project. 

Getting to the Short-List

The Short-List
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Company XYZ - Short-List Comparison Chart 
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Vendor #1 Vendor #2 Vendor #3
Contact Name Contact Name Contact Name
Contact Numbers Contact Numbers Contact Numbers

Software Vendor Information   
Year Formed; 1981 – Public 1982 – Private 1982 – Private
Ownership; Headquarters Chicago, IL Dallas, TX Los Angeles, CA
Revenue and Employees $200 million $125 million $50 million

500 employees 350 employees 125 employees
Total Installs 50,000 12,000 4,000 
Industry Focus Cross industry; Focus is light industrial. Focus is distribution.  

10-20% in target industry.  
Pricing Estimate: Total=$255,000 Total=$107,500 Total=$220,000 
Software, Software=$150,000 Software=$50,000 Software=$100,000 
Implementation, Implementation=0.5:1 Implementation=1:1 Implementation=1:1
Maintenance Maintenance=20% Maintenance=15% Maintenance=20%

VAR Information DEF Company Direct LMN Corporation
Year Formed; 1990 – Private N/A 1990 – Private
Ownership; Headquarters Palo Alto, CA Seattle, WA
Revenue & Employees $50 million  N/A Undisclosed

50 employees 100 employees
Total Installs 200+ N/A 50+

General Company Information
Revenue=$50 million Target: $50–250 million Target: $500K–100 million Target: $10 million+
Multi-company and multi-branch Yes Yes Yes
Concurrent Users:  20 Target is 50–60 Target is 1–20; some larger Target is 35–100 

Technology
Preference is MS SQL Server Yes; MS SQL Server 7.0 No; Sybase SQL Anywhere Yes; MS SQL Server 7.0
Win 95, 98 and NT workstations Yes Yes Yes

Win 95, 98, 2000 and NT Win 95, 98, and NT Win 95, 98, and NT
NT Terminal Server, SQL Server Yes Yes Yes

Modules
General Ledger Yes Yes Yes
Purchase Order Yes Yes Yes
Accounts Payable Yes Yes Yes
Accounts Receivable Yes Yes Yes
User Level Report Writer Yes – FRx included with GL 3rd Party – Crystal Reports Yes – And 3rd party

General Ledger – Required
Current Chart of Accounts: 100 characters; 30 Characters; Unlimited;
20 characters, 5 segments 20 segments 10 Segments User defined
Ability to deactivate accounts Yes Yes Yes
Multi-company consolidation and reporting Yes Yes Yes

Use FRx for consolidation. Crystal for consolidation. Within report writer.
Dissimilar fiscal years Yes; Separate companies Yes; Separate companies Yes

if on different databases. if on different databases.
Automatic inter-company processing Yes Yes Yes
Drill Down and User Inquiry  Yes Yes Yes
Ability to operate in current year Yes Yes Yes
while still closing the prior year
Project accounting module Project Accounting Project Management   Define as a GL segment.
User Level Report Writer Yes – FRx included with GL 3rd Party – Crystal Reports Yes – And 3rd party

Purchase Order – Required 
Create Requisition and Yes No No
convert to Purchase Order Support using security Support using security 
Workflow routing of documents Yes No No
for approval process Can use e-mail notifications. Can use e-mail notifications.
GL code distribution at line item Yes Yes Yes
Vendor activity & history reports Yes Yes Yes

Accounts Payable – Required
Automatic inter-company processing Yes Yes Yes
1099 vendor tracking and reporting Yes Yes Yes
2-way matching: Purchase Yes No Yes
Order to Accounts Payable 3-way; must receive.
Bank Reconciliation Accounts Payable Module Bank Account Module Bank Rec Module
Ability to code vendor for type Yes Yes Yes
of product or service offered 

Accounts Receivable
Customer status, type, category Yes Yes Yes
Customer credit management No Yes Yes
tied to order processing Could create customization. 
Invoice total limit @ $999,999.99 Yes Yes No
Support miscellaneous cash receipts Yes Yes Yes

R= Required N= Nice to have I = ImportantKEY:  
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With the help of this guide, you should have completed the fllowing tasks:

• Creation of a Long-List of software alternatives.

• Evaluation of the Long-List applications.

• Elimination of software that is not a fit for your organization 
based on high-level criteria.

• Creation of an Evaluation-List.

• Elimination of software that is not a fit for you organization 
based on more detailed requirements.

• Creation of a Short-List Comparison Chart that identifies the final 
three software applications to be evaluated through a demo process.

The next phase of your software selection will move you into the process of reviewing
demonstrations of the software applications on your Short-List. To be most successful
during this process, your focus is to ensure your organization defines the content and
time frame for the software demos. Software demos will provide the information your
user teams needs to effectively select the best software that meets the organization’s
requirements for features and functionality.

Conclusion
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Accounting Software – www.findaccountingsoftware.com

Accounting Software News – www.accountingsoftwarenews.com

Accounting System Selector – www.excelco.com

Computer Training Services – www.ctsguides.com

Controller Magazine or Business Finance Magazine –
www.controllermag.com

eLibrary – www.elibrary.com

EnterpriseSoftwareHQ.com – www.enterprisesoftwarehq.com

ERPSupersite – www.erpsupersite.com

Gartner Group – www.gartner.com

Information Week Daily – www.informationweek.com

K2 Enterprises – www.k2e.com

Nonprofit Financial Center – www.nfconline.org

SoftSearch – www.softsearch.com

Technology Evaluation – www.technologyevaluation.com

The CPA Software News – www.softwarenews.net

WebCPA – www.webcpa.com

Internet Resources

Appendix



www.softresources.com

About SoftResources LLC 

SoftResources LLC is a consulting firm dedicated to providing unbiased and
innovative software selection services to public, private, governmental, and
non-profit organizations throughout the world. Our clients range from small
organizations to multinational Fortune 500 companies. What differentiates
SoftResources from other consulting firms is that we purposely do not develop,
write, sell or implement software in order to maintain our objectivity and
unbiased methodology. This allows us to objectively evaluate software for our
clients because we have no vested interest in the final software selection
outcome, other than to provide a value-added service for our clients.

For additional information on the software selection process, please contact
SoftResources LLC or visit our Web site.

SoftResources LLC
2517 Eastlake Avenue East, Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98102-3278
206-860-2400
www.softresources.com
ewatson@softresources.com

Sponsored by Microsoft Business Solutions
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